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About Us
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Aquabion is well established throughout Europe via a small group of

separate businesses importing to their own countries. There are over 100

people who work for these businesses. Combine this with good stocking

levels in all the different countries we are very well placed to serve our

customers.

Above: The Aquabion is manufactured in Dusseldorf, Germany. 



Why Aquabion?

The Aquabion system is based on
patented technology proven to
help reduce limescale build up.
Installing an Aquabion Water
Conditioner will prevent hard
water (limescale) damage. 
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The Problem:
Everyday, the size of limescale deposits
are increasing in buildings throughout
the UK. 

At an unknown point in time, this will
have an overwhelming effect on the
plumbing system. 

The 7 problems limescale causes:

Energy usage is increased which

means you will miss energy reduction

targets.

Pipelines slowly clog, reducing the

flow.

Sudden premature mechanical failure

of key equipment bringing

aggravation, unexpected costs and

unhappy clients. 

Legionella prevention becomes harder

to manage leading to increased

treatment costs or worse!!

Customer complaints rise further

increasing your aggravation. 

Cleaning takes longer, putting stress

on budgets and increasing down time.

The solution can also be problematic,

costing you time and expense.  

The Solution:
Aquabion is a patented galvanic and
electrolytic solution in a self-cleaning
package. In this process, minute amounts
of high-purity zinc ions are released and
react with calcite. Calcite crystals are
modified into adhesion neutral Aragonite,
which is simply discharged into the water.

Different to other water treatment units,
the patented Aquabion operates without
current, chemicals or magnets. The two
swirling chambers, upstream and
downstream, agitate the water
responsible for the self-cleaning effect of
the Aquabion unit. 



Aquabion - Functional Test

Carried out by Lanxess Deutschland GmbH

The Problem: 

Two brand new heating devices are used

to heat the injection moulding tools at the

Arburg machine. Device 1 heats the

ejection side, device 2, the nozzle side.

The first heating device is supplied

directly with process water. The Aquabion

is installed between the process water

supply and the second heating device.
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- Corrosion/calcification of the machines

- Cost of energy and operating resources

Proposed Solution: 
- Water treatment using galvanic element

(Aquabion)

The Test Set-up and Method: 

Analysis: 
Deposits are present on the heating rods

in both heating devices. However, in the

unprotected device, substantially more

deposits have formed and the layers of

these are also thicker. 

Production is carried out with this set-up

for approx. 6 months and the the heating

devices are checked for limescale and

corrosion.

The Conclusion: 

The test concluded that the Aquabion

provided the following results and

findings: 

Reduced the area of deposit and the

thickness of the layers of deposit. The

deposits however, were not entirely

prevented. 

An improvement over process water

was proven and so extension to the

entire technical centre is to be

recommended. 

In addition to the savings expected on

energy costs, other reductions in costs

are also likely as a result of decreased

component failures. 

It is questionable as to whether process

water can be used in combination with

Aquabion for present day devices

heated with demineralised water.

Suggestion: 
After the heating devices are cleaned, use

the same test set-up and method with

demineralised water and process water

with the Aquabion .



Aquabion - Scale Test

Carried out by Riske Ingenieurburo (Consulting Engineers)

for quality, environmental and engineering safety.

The Aim: 

The test system consisted of:
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To prove the effectiveness of the Aquabion active anode

system for all drinking water in accordance with German

drinking water regulations (TVO) in any location. 

Also to test the production of an objective substantiation

during varying initial and general conditions for the various

levels of calcium carbonate (limestone) adhesion capabilities

in hot water system drinking water equipment. 

 

 
The Test Set-up and Method: Analysis: 

The results showed that without the

Aquabion, a lime later of thickness 1.5mm

formed on the heating elements. With

Aquabion, the heating elements remained

free of lime except for small points. 

The Conclusion: 
The following conclusions were made as a summary: 

a common water feed

a junction with circuits for untreated

and treated water

a heating unit integrated in each circuit

merging of the separated systems into

a common outflow

The Aquabion system prevents aggressive lime deposits (aragonite instead of calcite). 

The Aquabion system prevents the formation of new lime accumulations and further

growth of old accumulations. 

Existing encrustations are also reduced by the use of the Aquabion system. 

The Aquabion system is approved for drinking water use certified by the German GS

Association and complies with German KTW recommendations. The system is

environmentally acceptable and does not change drinking water quality. 

The Aquabion system does not result in any ongoing operating costs during its

service life. 



Bob Horseman - maintenance manager at The Goring Hotel originally had a problem

with the water supply to the 5* hotel in Belgravia. After looking at different types of

approaches, it was decided that a water conditioning solution was the best action for the

hotel to use as softened water was not an option. 

An alternative water conditioner to Aquabion was originally selected which included lots

of extra equipment and required servicing. This was installed on the incoming MCWS

supplying water storage tanks. The hotel started to experience frequent problems,

including loss of incoming mains pressure which finally resulted in the inability to refill

the water storage tanks, eventually leaving the hotel without water. 
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Case Study - The Goring Hotel 

Background: 

The Situation: 

The Solution: 

Looking into the market in more

detail, Mr Horseman was

recommended the patented self-

cleaning Aquabion system which

was then fitted in place. Mr

Horseman said of the Aquabion

"Since fitting the Aquabion unit, we

have had no issues and we are very

happy with the product."

Mr Horseman stated: "Being able to supply water to the hotel is a critical requirement.

When we removed the original water conditioner, it was found to be almost completely

scaled up internally and some of the additional components were also leading to

pressure loss so it was quickly removed."



A busy Army training base near to Winchester in Hampshire was having trouble keeping

the recruits clean. Due to heavy lime scale problems shower heads were causing severe

problems requiring them to be descaled every three months. Different water treatment

solutions had been tried and tested but did not stop the most serious and costly problem

of continually needing to service and descale Plate Heat Exchangers every six months.

At the MOD site the main

water supply pipe for the

hot water feed is coming

through a 54mm pipe.

There are also 2 secondary

hot water return pipes on

the hot water system

plumbed in 22mm pipes.

Water hardness was

measured at 252.5 ppm (18

degree English hardness

and 14 degree German

hardness) supplied by

Southern Water.
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Case Study - A Military Intervention

Background: 

The Situation: 

Testing Procedure: 

JFK Plumbing & Heating came up with a special procedure to monitor limescale build up

in plate heat exchangers. The idea was to monitor the flow of water going through the

Plate Heat Exchangers which would indicate the limescale build up. By monitoring the

flow, you will clearly prove presence of limescale build-up. 

 

Above: One of the two flow meters next

to the Aquabion to measure the flow

rate. 

The combined flow through the heat exchangers would be monitored over a 6 month

period. If it showed no significant drop in flow over the 6 months, the test would prove the

successful treatment by Aquabion. 

The Solution: 

Before the test commenced at the beginning of January 2013 a total descaling process

took place to clean the Heat Exchangers. Before this was done the combined���

�����������������flow was measured at 20 L/pm.The individual recording was pump

1 = 10 L/pm and pump 2 = 10 L/pm. After the descaling process the pumps ran smoothly

with a combined flow of 47 L/pm. The individual recording of pump 1 was 25 L/pm and

pump 2 was 22 L/pm. Two flow meters were then installed by JFK plus the two Aquabion

systems - one H40 unit on the cold mains and two S20 units on the secondary return, after

the pumps. 

Left: Two flow meters were installed

after each pump. The flow rate

indicates the scale build up before and

after the Aquabion. 



The below graph shows the water flow through the Plate Heat Exchangers over an 18

month period between January 2013 and June 2014. 
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Case Study - A Military Intervention

The Results after 6 Months: 

Before the descaling process in early January 2013, the combined flow through the Heat

Exchangers was 20 L/pm. The pumps made a lot of noise and the flow was erratic. 

After the descaling process, the pumps ran smoothly with a combined flow of 47 L/pm.

The last descaling process before this was 5-6 month previous. It can be assumed that

the flow rate after that previous descaling was also around 47 L/pm. 

At the end of the 6 month test in June 2013 - the measurements of the Aquabion

water systems showed that there had been no loss of flow rate. They were re-tested

in June 2014 and there was still no change. 



The sites hot water system has suffered from the lime-scaling of the water heaters for

many years. This has led to no end of complaints from the guests about lack of hot water

leading to some refunds for rooms totalling to more than a complete Aquabion system. 

In September 2018 it was decided to trial

the Aquabion to see if its performance

would massively decrease the problem

compared to what was only installed two

months earlier. Before this an older

version of the same system was installed. 
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Case Study - Large hotel limescale prevention trial

The History: 

The Trial: 

The Results: 

The monthly de-scaling visits have been

stopped in the hotel. The restaurant, which is

not protected by the Aquabion still needs the

monthly descales. 

The problem was particularly bad as the site was needing monthly descaling work. 

The Recommendation: 

To install the Aquabion system in the

restaurant as well. Also, for the entire chain of

hotels to have the Aquabion fit. 

Left: The installed

Aquabion in the

hotel's plant

room. 



Vattenfall is one of the largest electricity and heat producers in Europe. As a significant part of the Swedish

Vattenfall Group, Vattenfall Europe in Germany acts across the complete energy industry chain. The head

office is situated in Berlin. The German business accounts for approximately 60% of their total sales volume.

The main supplied products are electricity, heat and gas. Vattenfall Europe is an innovative company

where the protection of the environment also plays a large role within the company. 

One of the buildings has a canteen with a kitchen, as well as shower rooms where approximately 40

showers are located. These were due to be renovated. As part of the renovation, the water installations

needed to be protected against scale and corrosion. Discoloured water due to corrosion also needed to be

avoided. 
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Case Study - Vattenfall Europe Warme AG

Background: 

The Situation: 

Determing Factors: 
The plumbing was repaired before the Aquabion was installed. The material used was stainless steel. The

circulation pipeline is made up of 2" copper pipes. The main piping is made up of 4" stainless steel. In the

system there are four hot water tanks each containing around 8000 litres of water. 

The Problem: 
In the past, pipes had clogged and scaled,

causing them to burst. Brown water issues

were also a constant problem due to the

corrosion. Shower heads and fittings were so

heavily affected, they had to be regularly

cleaned or even exchanged within a short

period of time. 
The pipes turned out to be the biggest

problem. When a pipe was cut open, this

revealed significant scale deposits. Part of the

pipe was already partly scaled (as seen in the

picture below). These pipes were replaced

during the refurbishment. 

 

Above: Vattenfall cooling tower. 

Below: Old scaled up showered head, old scaled up pipe and hot water tanks.



The test phase was conducted over a period

of 6 months. After this, one of the hot water

tanks was opened. Furthermore, the fittings

and shower heads were examined for scale

deposits. 

After the 6 month test phase, no significant and most importantly, no thick and

aggressive scale deposits were detected (see pictures below). On the fittings of the wash

bins and showers deposits were discovered, however, these were powder-like and could

be removed easily. The same occurred on the shower heads. According to the engineer

at Vattenfall's, aggressive scale deposits would have been expected by now. This means

that maintenance, or an exchange of these components should need to be done much

less frequently. 

 

Within the test phase, no new aggressive scale deposits were detected on the new

installations. The test results turned out to be very pleasing for Vattenfall, therefore the

installation of the Aquabion will now be recommended in other areas of the company. 
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Case Study - Vattenfall Europe Warme AG

Testing Procedure: 

The Result: 

Vattenfall chose the Aquabion as it is environmentally friendly and functions without

chemicals and electricity. The Aquabion works on the basis of a pure sacrificial anode.

The installation of the Aquabion was seen as a preventative option because it will protect

the new pipes and fittings. Due to the effect of the scale precipitation, new scale deposits

are reduced and old incrustations can be reduced.

By doing this, the AQUABION® helps reduce the formation of biofilm and legionella in the

piping system because the amount of surface area in which the microbiology can grow

is reduced greatly. Boilers can also be heated up sufficiently over 60 degrees without

causing more scaling.

The Solution: 

Left: The installed Aquabion F100 unit.

Above: Hot water tank, bottom. Above: Hot water tank, interior wall.
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Case Study - Rinnai

The History: 
Rinnai water heaters are renowned throughout the world as being one of the preferred

choices for energy efficient heating of water. The RINNAI INFINITY Continuous Flow Gas

Water Heater offers the additional advantage of hot water provision at a predetermined

temperature, which is digitally controlled and usually eliminates the need for shower

mixers and additional thermostatic devices. 

 

Multiple units can be linked via a manifold arrangement to provide an endless supply of

heated water without costly storage, to the most demanding situations, such as hotels,

leisure facilities, and camping sites. Rinnai has been trying to find an effective non-salt

based solution against limescale for several years. No reliable solution was found. Rinnai

had concluded that magnetic water conditioners on the market had failed all tests. 

 

AQUABION® and Rinnai had their first official meeting in December 2010. AQUABION®’s

product range, confidence and its worldwide references impressed Rinnai. However

Rinnai wanted to see the AQUABION® ‘in action’ especially protecting Rinnai’s hot water

heaters in some of the hardest water areas in the country, before any recommendation or

corporation could be envisaged. A number of problematic sites were chosen by Rinnai in

different parts of the UK, to be sure the combination was successfully tested in multiple

environments, so that a positive conclusion could be reached.
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Case Study - Rinnai Test Site 1 (Caravan Park in Dorset)

The Location:
A large holiday park of static caravans and mobile caravans, located on the Dorset coast,

near Weymouth.

The Set-Up:
The supply pipe is a 42mm inlet pipe reduced to 2 lines of 28mm which are warmed by

Rinnai thermal stores (which are fed by solar thermal panels) and in turn the 5 Rinnai

warm water hot water heaters which will bring the water up to temperature, if necessary.

There is a secondary return on the hot water system plumbed in 22mm. This has the

capacity of 10.5 m3 per hour, and caters for around 80 families. Water pressure is from

the mains and is set at 3bar. The hardness of water supplied by Wessex water is recorded

at 300 ppm (16.8° dh)

The Problem:
RINNAI Hot Water Heaters on this site

have been known to stop working after

just 6 weeks. Shower heads have

needed descaling every week. This

meant costly maintenance. Pipes on this

site have had to be replaced regularly

due to vast scale problems. In one

location a 32mm pipe has been reduced

by scale down to roughly the capacity of

15mm pipework.
Above: These pipes show the extent of the

limescaling problem on this holiday site

The Solution:
An AQUABION® H40 was installed on the supply pipe as well as an AQUABION® S20 on the

secondary return, after the pump. This solution was not only supposed to provide a better

protection than previous technologies but also a better value for money. The contractor

Norman Squire of Heatology ltd installed the Riannai hot water heaters, thermal stores along

with the solar thermal on the roof. The AQUABION® units were also installed by Norman, at

the same time as the new heaters.

The Testing Procedure:
An AQUABION® H40 was installed on the supply pipe as well as an AQUABION® S20 on the

secondary return, after the pump. This solution was not only supposed to provide a better

protection than previous technologies but also a better value for money. The contractor

Norman Squire of Heatology ltd installed the Riannai hot water heaters, thermal stores along

with the solar thermal on the roof. The AQUABION® units were also installed by Norman, at

the same time as the new heaters.
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Case Study - Rinnai Test Site 1 (Caravan Park in Dorset)

The Inspections:
The shower heads no longer need the weekly descaling and the boilers have worked

very well all season.

The advanced Rinnai hot water heaters have an early warning system. Once the heat

exchanger starts to scale up the boiler will detect the drop in efficiency and display an

error code.

It should be noted that the earth bonding was not in place when inspected on the

10/6/11. James Ridout of Aquabion-uk installed it when he did his inspection.

Above: The advanced Rinnai hot water heaters

control panels report no limescale, indicating they

are running as efficiently as when they were

installed.

The Result:

The caravan site owner is very pleased with the result and is ordering more

AQUABION®’s and Rinnai for other sites he owns.

Above: The showers no longer need to be

de-scaled weekly. 
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Case Study - Rinnai Test Site 2 (McDonalds)

The Location: 
A busy McDonalds branch on the high street in Newbury.

The Set-Up: 
Supply pipe is 28mm reduced to 22mm. There is a secondary return on the hot water

system plumbed in 22mm. Water pressure is from the mains and is set at 3bar. The water

hardness was about 340 ppm which was supplied by Wessex water who recorded the

hardness at 310ppm (17.36° dh)

The Problem: 
The site has been plagued by limescaling problems during the

first part of 2011. Even though other water treatment systems had

been installed from the start, the boiler has had to be changed

every 2 months in the first 6 months of 2011. When James Ridout

of Aquabion UK arrived 2 weeks after one of the new RINNAI hot

water heaters had been installed, LC was flashing on the screen,

indicating that the boiler was already running inefficiently.

The Solution: 
AQUABION® H20 was installed on the mains as well

as an AQUABION® S20 on the secondary return, after

the pump. This was not only supposed to provide

better protection than previous technologies but also

better value for money. Ron, a contractor from Metro

ltd replaced the scaled up heat exchanger, and also

installed the AQUABION® on the 16/6/11. The testing

procedure. As this site is situated in a real hard water

area, results will come in very short spaces of time

(every two months). 

However, Metro wanted to let the test run for at least

a 4 month period before declaring it a success.

Inspections were carried out weekly to get different

problems under control. A quick check of the display

to see if the scale warning code was flashing, shows

that after a period of 4 months the full flow is still

guaranteed.

The Results: 
McDonalds are now ordering more AQUABION® and

Rinnai boilers for their other franchises.

Above: Installation of the Aquabion

Above: The Aquabion now in place,

protecting the Rinnai hot water heater
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The Aquabion Range
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Our Clients

Just a few of our clients that we have been fortunate enough to work with. 


